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MATV/1\{ASTER ANTENNA WIRING
TECHNIQTTES
The basis for master antenna television
(lvtATV) could have been rooted in domestic
water distribution systems. A pressure
(measuredas a signal voltage) enters a pipe (a
transmission cable) and flows through the pipe
system (further cabling) to faucets (master
antennawall outlets).
The water pressure available at each faucet
depends upon the original pressure divided by
the number of faucets operating simultaneously
but limited by the capacif (diameter) of the
piping system.
ln a master antennasystem one or more VF{F
an#or LIFIF channels of television, perhaps
including FM band broadcast signals, are
received by antennasdesignedto produce the
best possible reception quality. If trruoor more
antennas &te required for the different
frequencies or different antenna headings'
(direction to the transmitters), the (plural)
antennas are combined to a single line' such
that they do not interact.
The signal levels present at the antenna
installation (called 'headend'in the trade) must
be sufficient to allow division to each of the
planned receir,erlocations. Here there are two
factors to be considered:
#l) The signal voltage required at each of the
receiverlocations,and,
#2) transmissionlossesbetween the antenna
(headend)and eachreceiverlocation.
It is the 'transmissionlosses'in cable which
make coaxial cable distribution systems slightty
more challengng than plumbing a house for
watef.
CABLE LOSS BASICS
Although it is possible to distribute
VHF,IIHF signals within a building or group
of buildings utilising parallel conductor cables
(such as 300 ohm'twin lead') there are several
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excellent reasonswhy this is never done by a
professional installer. Here are some of those
r€asons:
#1) Parallel conductor lines have very poor
rejection of interferencesources.And although
it is possible to locate 'shieldedtwin lead', the
degreeof shielding(i.e., the measuredability of
such cablesto prevent signalsfrom outside the
cable coupling into the cable's parallel
conductors)is at best poor.
Because it is virtually impossible to avoid
running I\4ATV cabling along side o{ parallel
to, or across electrical and other cabling during
installation,the parallel conductor cable acts as
both a transmissionline for the intended signals
and an antenna to pick up undesired radiation
sources. Once such undesired signal sources
penetrate into the parallel conductor cable the
interference becomes intermingled with the
desired signal. The result is degradation of the
desiredsignals.
#2) The flat or oval shaped parallel
conductor cable increases the difficulties with
installation. Passing the cable througlr walls,
across metal window or bulkhead liners, along
metal roofs allows the metallic surfac.es to
distort the magnetic pattern established in the
twin, parallel conductor wires.
The net result is degraded performance tbr
the parallel conductor wire when it is in close
proximity to metallic surfaces.Running a length
of n;rrinconductor line parallel to a metallic roof
for a short distance of 1 metre at a distance of
10 mm from the roof can reasonably be
expected to reduce the signal within the line by
50o/o(3 dB) at 600 MHz (TV channel3T).
#3) ,4,11
formats of parallel conductor lines
have increased attenuation when wet. A line
rated at 3 dB of loss per 33 metresat 600 [,CIz,
when dry, can escalateto 10, 20, even 23 dB
(!) for the samelength of line when wet.
While modern parallel conductor lines using
'air' as a spacer between the parallel wires,
or
foam dielectricas a spacerare lessprone to'wet
weather losses',they are not immture to such
losses.
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*Al) Parallel conductor lines must for their
own safety and performance be 'suspended'
away from all surf-aces, not just metallic
surfaces. This means the lines must be
supported at regular intervals with some type of
'stand-off insulators.'
Stand-off insulators increase the complexity
of an installation, raise the cost and are
themselves subject to mechanical failure when
exposedto weather. Installing parallel conductor
('twin lead') without stand-off insulators is
extreme$ poor practice; installing nvin lead
with stand-off insulators is a pain in the neck
for the installer.
The answer to these (and additional)
problems is coaxial cable. Parallel conductor
cables are in a famity of 'balanced conductor
cables' where either side (half) of ths circuit
carries approximateb' 50% of the total circuit
signal voltage. In a parallel conductor balanced'
system, you may reverse the two parallel wires
at terminals connected to the system and
anticipate the system performance will be the
same regardless of which side of the parallel
wires is connected to which end-of-line
terminal.
Coaxial cable is unbalanced becarxe the
majoriry of the eners/ transferred through
coaxial cable is carried by the centre conductor.
There are two conductive paths in coaxial cable;
a shield of sonductive wire or metallised 'tape' is
the second electricalpath in the systein.If you
reverse the centre conductor and the shield at
the terminals of a coaxial cable network
termination (end of line) point, you can
reasonabtyexpect an instant degradationor total
loss in the servicedeliveredby the cable.
Coaxial cable can be visualised as a 'single
electrical conductor' with a 'ground return;' the
shield. However, the shield does more than
provide a ground return; it also protects the
centr€ conductor from the ingress of
interferencefrom outside sources.'Shield' then
is a descriptive term as well as a name for a
portion of the cable proper.
-TECH BULLETIN

In any serious installation for MATV we
utilise coaxial cable as the transmission medium
becauseit is nearty immune to interference that
mrght otherwise be picked up by the cable itselt
it can be laid directty on or run through metallic
surfaces without performance degradation, it
has identical losses whether dry or wet, and it
requires no special stand-off insulators or other
equipment to install.
LOSSES IN CABLE
It is true that for any given frequency
(whether TV channel Il45 MHz or TV channel
62i800 MHz) you can brry or build a parallel
conductor (i.e., twin lead) transmissionline that
will have less loss per unit of length than
commonly available coaxial cable. If cable loss
between the antenna and the TV set is the only
consideration, coaxial cable might be a poor
choice (seeTech Bulletin 9302; p.22).
In all transmission cables (whether parallel
conductor or coaxial) there are losses. Most
suppliers provide technical data conceming their
cables and rate cable losses as a function of
frequency. In all RF transmission cables the
losses increase as the frequency increases.
These lossesare a firnction of conductor (wire)
diameter and the choice of insulating material
between the two conductors. 'Wet' twin lead
lossesincreaseover dry twin lead becausethe
appearanceof water on the surface of the twin
lead changesthe dielectric (insulating) qualities
of the plastic insulation material. In parallel
conductor/twin lead wires the magnerticenerry
field formed by the signal voltages being
transported within the wires is several times
larger than the wire's physical dimensions. Thus
the outer side of the twin lead, when wet,
becomesa 'body of moisture' appearinginside
of that magnetic field and this water film does
nasff things to the field itself, increasing the
cablelossesin the process.
Coaxial cable contains its magnetic field
within the shield of the cable; the shield not
only appears as a physical barrier to the ingress
of interference originating outside of the cable,
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it also acts as a barrier to prevent the magnetic
energi lield of the transported signals from
leakingto the outsideof the cable.
You can pro\,'ethis to 1,'ourselfby sendinga
reasonably pow-erflil TV signal first through a
length of TV twin lead. and then through a
length of coaxial cable. Use a TV set with a 2
metre length of tvrin lead connected to the
antenna terminals as a 'sniffer' and place the
sniffer length of twin lead up close to the signal
carrying twin lead, and then up close to the
coaxial cable. When your sniffer length of trn'in
lead is close to (within the magneticwave field
of) the twin lead transmissionline. you will be
able to 'tap into' the twin lead without actually
making a ph1'sicalconnection to the line. The
srgnal literall-v radiates from the twin lead
transmission line into your sniffer antenna and
then is carriedto the T\I set. \Vith coaxial cable
],ou nill have no radiation and no srgnalpickup.
Transmissionline lossesare quantitied by the
decibel unit. By using a TV signal level / field
strength meter we can measureths amount of
srgnal present on any given TV chamel or FIv,I
radio frequency. The field strength meter
(FSIU) is a frequency selectir,evoltmeter. It
consists of a tuning device that selects one
specific TV carrier frequency (either the visual
carrier or the audio carrier), a series of
calibrated amplitier stages.a detector network
and a display ryrstemthat tells you within the
accuracy ability of the FSN"Ijust how- much
signalyou have at a given frequency.
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The decibelunit of measurementis a standard
used in many radio and TV tields. It can be a
very confusingunit of measurement.
The 'bel'is the root word and comesfrom an
abbrer,tation of Bell as in (Dr.) Nexander
GrahamBell. The 'decibel'meansone tenth of a
bel (fiom deci as found in the metric system).
That seems clear enough. Unfbrtunately fbr
thosewho are accustomedto measuring'u'oltsor
mils of current w'here 'l volt' or '30 mils' is a
hard, definable number of known quantity, a
srgnal le.r,elof '10 decibels' (10 dB) means
absolutelynothing unlessyou know more.
To the inr,'entor of the telephone, the
'comparisonof loudness'was 'uery
a
important
factor and the 'bel' answered this need. But
measuring loudness was elusive. A voltmeter
will tell you when there is no r,.oltagepresent
but nothing existed at the time to tell you rvhen
there was no sound present. Or more
importantly. while a voltmeter will tell you
n'hen the voltage changesfiom 1 r,alt to 2 volts,
how could Nh. Bell measure sound that
'doubledin loudness?'
In any use of the 'bel' we are measuring
comparisonsbetweeneither two separatelevels
or behn'een our measured level and some
industry ref-erence.
In the audio recording field all sound levels
are referencedto one milliwatt carried by a 600
ohm line. Audio 'VU' meters are calibrated in
dB 'units'where0 dBm is the'referenceler,el.'
h:rT\r receidng systemssrgnallevels also use
a 0 (dB) referencepoint. In the case of audio
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engineering, 0 dBm is actually 1 milliwatt on a
600 ohm (impedance) line. In TV receiving
systems 0 dBmV is 1.000 microvolts (1
millivolt, .001 voltt on a 75 ohm line. Thus 0
dB(mr') in TV is not a total lack of signal since
1.000 microvolts is actually quite a fair amount
of signal.

plus dBmV numbers in the real world. I\{ost
srgnal level i' field strength meters have a dial
face or meter scale on which is printed dB
scales. N{ost such metershave a seriesof srgnal
attenuators (slide switches or push buttons)
wtich allow you to change the range over
which the meter readsfbr fuIl scale.The actual
level read on the meter face representsa srgnal
1,000 micro\,alts was selectedas the '0 dB that talls within a range of ler,els;such as a 20
point'for TV systemsin 1950 by an .{merican dB 'window.'We'll return to this point.
TV
equipment
manufacturer:
Jerrold
Electronics (now General Instruments). The dB'wrldT'v?
lirst published data ref-erred to 0 dBj where
In North America where FSlr,O'SLMsare
quite selfishly Jerrold added the first letter of regular tools of antenna system and cable
their firm name to the measurement unit. In installers. analogue meters are typically
time the industry became accepting of the calibratedso that the meter face representsa 20
practicebut not of the J'. Since0 dB was 1,000 (up to 22) dB 'window' of signal levels. The
microvolts or 1 millir,'olt, '0 dBmV came to standard reference of 0 dBmV is usually
mean'a signal0 dB strongerthan 1 milli'u'olt.'
indicated with a coloured mark (red) and the
The I millivolt signal ler,el. establishedas the meter attenuators are somehow calibrated to
T\r 'referencepoint,' has a sound engineering help the user find 0 dBmV quick[v. I\,Iost
basis.For the typical televisionreceiver.it takes modern meters have replaced analogue (dial
something approximating 1 millivolt of signal face instrument) with digital reading displays
(on a TV channel; to produce an interference and the user reads out the exact signal level
free, 'fine grain' TV picture (see Tech Bulletin present by simply noting the illuminated digits
9301; p.6). Thus 0 dB is a statementabout in the display(suchas +32.3 (dBmV)).
'standardpicture quality.'
A signal weaker than
The Europeantradition recognisesthe origins
'quality
0 dB is likely to be degradedfrom a
of decibels but takes a different approach.
picture' used as a ref-erence,a signal stronger Although Europeans still recognise that a
than 0 dBmV is going to have 'margin' abo'v'e decibel is a unit of comparison and not an
'qualitJ'.'
absolutevalue, rather than accepting 0 dBm\r
Since 0 dBmV is not a total lack of signal(as as a point of reference,Europeanmeters begn
0 r,'olts is a total lack of voltage). it follow-s that with zero srgnal(i.e.. like zero r,'oltson a voltage
we can encounter minus dBm\r numbers and meter) as a point of reference.To help keep this
-TECH BULLETII\ 9402T/March 1994/Page5-

European standard distinct from the North
American / cable TV industry standard where 0
dBmV equals 1,000 microvolts (l millivolt),
European meters calibrated with 0 volts as 0 dB
call their scale the dBuV (where the u is the
Greek symbol u) scale. We show the
comparison here and note that it is unfortunate
that after nearly 50 years of everyday use there
is not a single standard for TV signal level
measurementsworld wide.
As a quick point of reference, an American 0
dBmV is the same as an European +60 dBuV
while a European 0 dBuV is the same as -60
dBmV in North America. Most installer signal
level meters availablein the South Pacific (i.e.,
New Zealand and Australia) originate either in
Europe or have been built following the
European example.
However, a decibel is one tenth of a bel in
both systems and a 3 dB slgtral increase (or
decrease)means the samething in Chicago as it
does in Auckland or London.
dBs OF GAII\ / LOSS
If signal levels were measured only in
absolute values, planning a MATV (not to
speakof a CATV) systemwould be an exercise
in very tedious math. An example:
a) 0 dBmV I + 60 dBuV is 1,000 microvolts.
b) -3 dBmV / +57 dBuV is 7A7.9microvolts
If you were measuring comparative signal
gains of an antenna would you rather be
recording in your notebook '0 dB' (or +60) and
'-3 dB' (or +57), or, 1,000 and7D7.9?
Another example:
a) At the end of a 500 metre length of coaxial
cable you moasure 141.3 microvolts of signal
on channel 11 and 501.2 microvolts of signal
on channel2.
Question: How much stronger is channel 2
than channell1?
The answeris 359.9 microvolts,
But, 141.3is the sameas -l7l+43 (dB) while
501.2 is the same as -61+54 (dB). Now the
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+20 dBuV
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quick-to-see answer is "There is 9 dB of
difference betweenchannel2 and channel 11."
Amplifiers are rated by the dB of gain they
provide; passive devices such as splitters are
rated by the '(dB o$ loss' through the device.
Can you figure out a suitable method of telling
a user that the amplifier will provide a gain of
20 dB or the passive will have an input to
output 'loss' of 4 dB using only microvolts /
millivolts?

intert-erence,for example, which accounts for
50o,/o
of the 1,000 microvolts presentat the TV
set will have devastating affects on the picture
(seeTech Bulletin 9301, p.4). So too would a
source of electrical interference generating 200
microvolts of signal which is fighting for the
viewer's attentioneven with 1,000 microvolts of
TV signal present (see Tech Bulletin 9304;
p.11). Unfornrnately for the installer,the FSM /
SLM probabty cannot tell the difference
betweena pure 1,000 microvolts of signal and a
Decibels (dBs) can be quickly added and sigral level that reads 1,000 microvolts that
subtracted; microvolts cannot. If you start out includes some form of degrading interferencs.
with 0 dBmVi +60 dBuV of antenna signal, go WeIl return to this subject.
through a 20 dB gain (dBg) amplifier, you have
+20 dBmV/ +80 dBuV of signallevel available. ELEMENTS OF GAIN AND LOSS
If you then send the signal through a length of
Any cable distribution system has building
cable which has 11 dB of 'loss'before reaching blocks of gain and loss. An antenna is
a signal splitter with 4 dB of additional loss, you considered a gain block' becausethe installer
can determine the signal level after the signal has the ability to select a receiving antsnna
splitter by merety taking +20 dBmV / 80 dBuV configuration that can build up (make stronger)
and subtracting 11 dB for cable loss (now the received signal lwel beyond a lwel which
+9/+69) and then subtracting 4; +5 dBmV I might be considered 'normal' for a given
+65
dBuV.
Try
that
using
on$ location (seeTech Bulletin 9302; p.8).
microvolts/millivolts! It simply becomes not
A mastheadpreamplifier is a gain block' as is
computable.
a distribution amplifier. Anything that'adds' dBs
to the systemis a gain block.
Decibels, then, are a shorthand system that
Coaxial cable is a loss block becauseeven a
makes planning (on paper), installing and short run of cable $rill attenuate signals
maintaining RF distribution systems manage- transported. Signal spliffers, signal tap-off
able.
devicesare also 'lossblocks.'
ELEMENTS OF A'GOOD PICTTTRE'
The objective in any MATV distribution
system is to deliver to the individual TV/FM
receiver outlets connectedto the systema good
picture. Virtually every system designer agrees
that 1,000 microvolts I I millivolt i 0 dBmV /
+60 dBuV is a 'good picture.' This statement
makesa few assumptions.
That any degrading 'signals' are so much
weaker than our 'good picture' level that the
viewer sees no objectionable degradation(see
Tech Bulletin 9301; p.6). 0 dBmV I +60 dBuV
will produce a 'good picture' only when there is
no interferencepresent.A sourceofco-channel

In its most basic fornr, you are attempting to
connect each TV set outlet in the system to a
point within the systern where the TV set is
guaranteed a 'good picfure;' or, 1,000
microvolts. If the receive antenna is onlv
capable of creating a signal that is 500
microvolts (6 dB less signal than you need for a
'good picture'), it follows that the
absolute
minimum gain you require in a gain block is 6
dB (to reach 1,000 microvolts). If the coaxial
sable from the anteruta to the TV set will have
7 dB of loss, now the absolute minimum gain
you require in our example is 6 dB to reach
1,000 microvolts at the anterura system output
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plus 7 dB to overcomeconnectingcable losses;
or 13 dB total gain. And, if the TV outlet
location is actually tw-ooutlets fbr two TV sets,
then we must 'add' the loss of the two-way
signal splitter; another 4dB. Now we need a
total of 17 dB of amplification (or gain block)
to reach both of our TV sets with no less than
1.000microvolts;a'good picture.'
Planning any N{ATV system is an exercisein
simple sums when using the dBmV or dBuV
scales.The 'answer' to the problem is always
known in ad'v'ance:
0 dBmV or *60 dBuV is to
be made availableat each outlet in the system.
If you know or can determine distances(how
many metres or fbet of cable will be required
between the antenna and successive outlets
corurectedto the system)thesedistancescan be
conr,ertedto dBs of cable loss. As you plan the
system adding line-signal-splittersand receiver
outlet signal tap-off devices,manufbcturerdata
sheetswill tell you how much 'loss'to assignto
each such unit required.
When the system is paper complete, drawn
out as a wired network that connectseachsrgnal
outlet location back to the anterura(headend),
there before you will be both a 'schematic'of
the systemand a'loss diagram'for the system.
To compensatetbr the cable and passivedevice
(splitter/tap-off) losses:as a last planning step
you 'plug in' to the diagram a 'gain block' or
amplifier. In its most basic terms, the amount of
gain you require will be equal to or slightty
more than the combined cable loss and passive
losses at the most distant srgnal outlet in the
s-vstem.ff the 'sum' of all cable and passir,e

;*

|

"".,

@

@

lossesto the last outlet is 27 dB then you need
something approximating 27 dB of 'gain block'
in the systemto replicate the same signal level i
quality fbund at the headend at each of the
receiverlocations.
THE HEADEND - Getting The Inputs Right
The pictures delil"eredto the TV outlets can
be only as good as the original quality at the
antenna. \Vith clean antenna signals of 0 dBmV
I +60 dBuV or mors no additionalprocessingis
likely to be required although something called
'signalbalancing'may be valuable.
lf the desired
input signals can be received at relatively
uniform srgnallevels from a single (broadband)
antennawith adequate(0 dBmV I + 60 dBuV
or better) ler,'els,the planner can move forward
to the system'sums.'
More often, however, at the very least the
antenna level signals will r,ary in level from
channel to charmel. Some variation is
acceptablejust as we come to expect variation
in signal levels with one antenna / one TV set
home systems. Variation in srgnal level,
between channels,becomesa problem for the
MATV system planner only when the 'gain
block' (system amplffier) tinds it difficult to
properly ampliS signals of widely varied input
levels.
Ideally, each channel to be cable distributed
will arrir,e at the antenna within a 'dB window'
of +/- 3 dB. Real numbers:Assume channels2.
4 and 7 with anterura-outputmeasuredlevels of
+6 dBmV ,t +66 dBuV worst case and +9
dBmV i +69 dBuV best case. The variation of
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levels is 3 dB: rvell within the suggested+/- 3
dB 'window (which is actually a 6 dB spread).
Holever, supposeyou find channel 2 to be
+6 dBmV I +66 dBuV while channel 7 is +12
clBmV I + 72 dBuV?
What makes this
undesirable?
lf one or a few TV setsare connectedto this
anterura-output signal, the TV set's intemal
AGC (automatic gain control) will handle any
charurel to channel variations of this magnitude.
,{nd as long as the weakest channel arrives at
each TV set comected to the antenna with 0
dBmV i +60 dBuV or beffer srgnallevel, you
can be contident that all channelswill have a
'goodpicture.'
Now add an amplifier to the sysfem to
compensate for cable and passive losses.
Amplifiers are rated for their gain (in dBs of
gain), their noise figure (also in dBs; see Tech
Bulletin 93021p.9), and, their srgnal handling
capability. It is the srgnal handling capability
that concernsus here.
,{ll ampffier de\,'iceshar,e a maximum rated
output. specifiedas:
Maximum output level for ll2 dB sj.nc
+)O(dBmV/ lOil( dBuV.
compression:
Maximum rated output for any installation is
straight forward to compute. Take the known
dB gain rating of the amplifier (say 33 dB) and
add it to the strongest antenna level signal at
J'our chosensite (say +12 dBmV I +72 dBuV).
33 + 12 is +45 dBmV (or 33 + 72 is +105
dBuV). Now read the manufacturer's data
sheet: is the amplifier capable of +45 dBmV /
+105 dBuV maximum output?

All amplifiers have a maximum number of
channels that can pass through the gain block
without undesirable effects. Older style units
(using bipolar transistorsin a 'single-ended'type
of circuit) Spicalty limited the user to fewer
than 20 channelsof T\'. Newer style units with
'push-pu[' 'hybrid,' 'power-add'
or other low
distortion circuitry have 'maximum channel'
numbers of 35 or greater. In our own
envhonrnent with typically 3 to 9 TV channels
in a location, obviousty maximum channel
criteria shouldnot be a consideration.
Now consider a situation where one channel
is very strong from the antenna, and one is very
weak in level. For numbers let's assign +21
dBmV / +81 dBuV to channel 7 and -10
dBmV ,' + 50 dBuV to chamel 2. If our
amplifier has 33 dBg (dB of gain) the channel7
output levels from the amplffier become 21 +
33 : +54 dBm\'(81 + 33 : +114 dBuV) and
channel2 becomes(-) 10 + 33 : +23 dBmV
(50 + 33 : 83 dBuV) . Note that the original
difference in signallevels (31 dB) found before
the amplifier is also found after the amplifier:
the numbers have increasedby the 33 dB of
gain but the relationshipis unchanged.
Our amplifier data sheet says the maximum
output level is +48 dBmV i +108 dBuV.
Obviously one of our two charmelsexceedsthis
level by 6 dB. So what happens?
In this example two undesirable problems
arise. First. the stronger of the two signals
(channel 7) has its video s)'nc components
'clipped' or chopped off by
the amplifier. The
degraded sync signals within our channel 7
srgnal will cause the TV set to fight harder to
CH.2/ -10 dBmV

____+

INPLTT

AMP
--..-.->
+12 dBmV GAIN/+33 dB
+72 dBuV

_-+l,urPrrr
+45 dBmlT
+105 dBuV

N,IA"{OLtTPtrT,= II\?UT + GAIN

#
CH.7/+21dBmV

OUTPUT
C}l.2l+23 dBmV
CH.7/+54 dBmV

EXCE SSIVE ISIPUTI'OVERLOAD'
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maintain *nc lock; most like$ the picture will
'roll'vertical$'. This degradationon channel
7 is
intolerable.
At the same time becauseof the overloaded
condition of the amplffier output stages, the
actual s5'ncand vidso modulation from channel
7 will transfer onto the weaker charurel Z
carrier. This will createa channel2 picture that
contains a floating second image coming from
channel7. This effect (called crossmodulation)
is equallyintolerable.

RE,BALANCII{G INPLTTS
So although the TV sets connectedto the
h4ATV system might be capable of handling
inputs with signal variations as great as our 31
dB example. the system amplifier in this
example cannot function properly. Obviously
something must be done to 'balance' the two
inputs (bring them closertogetherin level), or at
the very least find an amplifier than can handle
a +21 dBmV i +81 dBuV input on channel7
without going into 'distortion' (in this example,
the ampffier would have to be capable of
outputsgreaterthan 54 dBmV / +114 dBuV).
The correct choice is to balance the input
signals.This can be accomplishedin a r,arietyof
ways.
In our example we har,e one band I signal
(channel 2) and one band Itr signal(channel7).
If the wide variation in input levels is from a
single. cofiunon?receiving antenna the easiest
answer is to install two separateanteruras;one
for channel 2. one for channel 7. In doing this
we can a new opporhrnitv to increase the
channel 2 signal, and actuall]' attenuate the
channel 7 signal with the objective of bringing
the two ler,els closer to the same dB reading at
the input to the cofilmon amplifier.
In the caseof channel 2 the simplestfix is to
acld a mastheadpreampffier to the channel 2
(only) antenna.If 20 dBg of mastheadis added
to the original -10 dBmV / +50 dBuV channel
2 signal, our new channel 2level is *10 dBmV
,r+70 dBuV.

In the caseof channel 7, we can reduce the
srgnal level present by placing a 10 dB in-line
attenuatorbetweenthe channel7 (only) antenna
and the 'mix point' where channels 2 and 7 are
combined. With a 10 dB attenuator the +21
dBmV ,i +81 dBuV srgnalis +11 dBmV i +71
dBuV. The 1 dB level difference between
channels 2 and 7, after these adjustments,is
!'ery tolerable. And if we now send the
combinedcharurel2 and 7 signalsinto a 33 dBg
amplifier, the outputs are in the +43/44 dBmV /
+103/104 dBuV region. The same amplifier
with +48 dBmV/+108 dBuV maximum rated
output now runs quite safe -v.
Balancing inputs to a system(before the first
all-channel ampffication) is an important
element in any MATV system but is often
bypassed as an unnecessary step. It is not
unnecessaryand if you seek to install MATV
systems as a part of your regular business
activity, this one relatively simple step can do
more to establish -vour reputation as a quality
installer than perhaps anything else you might
do.
BALANCING OPTIONS
Signalsthat are too strong must be attenuated
(this may seem like a backward step since lzou
will later amplr$' the signals in a broadband
amplitier) while signals that are too weak must
be pre amplified. Sometimesyou can make this
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balancing adjustment with antennaselection and
no mastheadunits.
krdividual antennas for each channel would
be the ultimate (CAT!'lcable TV) solution.
Unfortunatety, not onty is this an expensive
route but your installation will probably also
require indMdual headend electronics for each
channel as well. More typically, a separate
anterurafor band I and another for band Itr will
sol.uemany balancing problems.
Two or more antennascan be inexpensively
'combined'to a single 'trunk
line' (the cable that
leaves the headend arcz going towards the
actual receiver locations) using passive splitters.
A splitter, wired up in reverse, becomes a
combiner. A two-outlet splitter can be fed band
I through one port, band Itr through a second
port. The intended input becomes the output
and each band now appears at the
input-becomes-output port with a reduction in
srgnal level equivalent to the normal splitter loss
(such as 4 dB for a two-way unit). We diagram
that here.
As earlier noted, separateplans can now be
employed for band I and Itr signals using
mastheads or attenuators as required between
the individual band antennas and the input to
the 'combiner.' The only special consideration is
to select a splitter/combiner that is capable of
passing AC power if you will have a masthead
unit at one or both of the separate band
antennas.

4 due north, channel 7 due eastfor example) or
if one of the signals is vertical and the other is
horizontal. The major challenge is to keep
channel 4 from being received at level on the
channel 7 antenna and vice versa since ghosting
(multiple images offset in time from one
another) can easity oeclr when there are two or
more electrical paths for the channelsto follow.
If this (cross ol'er) problsrn occurs with
separate band I and Itr antennas, the least
expensive solution is to substitute a band
separator' for the two-way splitter used as a
combiner. The band separator is nothing more
than a two-way splitterlcombiner that has a
degree of frequency selection built in. One leg
is marked for band I, the other for band Itr.
Band I signals passing through the band Itr leg
me attenuated by typically 30 dB and vice
versa. The result is that any gfrost-causing
signals picked up by the 'wrong' antenna are
attenuated by the frequency selection of the
separator.
When two or more signals requiring separate
headend processing are in the same band and
you cannot 'isolate' the two signals using
antennas (througlr phasing - Tech Bulletin
9301, through stacking- Tech Bulletin 9302, or
through polarisation differences - Tech Bulletin
9304), single channel processing techniques are
mandatory. This msans frequency selective
(bandpass) filtering has to be placed at ths
headend to individualty separate the two (or
more) same-bandsignals. Once the signalshave
If your situation has a wide variation in signal been separated,you can proceed to amptff or
levels between two or more fransmitters within attenuate them as required before recombining
a single band (such as channels 4 and 7 in band the signalsinto the master'trunk'line.
m), the solution becomes more complex
although the principal is the same. Firsq can
Separatingindividual channels for pre-trunk
you do anything with ttre antenna system (Tech dishibution invofues filtering. There is no
Bulletin 9302; p.25) to balancethe two band III reliable alternative to separatingchannels one at
signals?Perhaps by uslng separateantennasfor a time into their 7 (8) MHz bandwidths. Even
the two channels, using a stacked array on one when two or more channels are received by the
channel and a single yagi on the stronger same antenna they can be filter isolated such
channel, you will be able to do balancing. This that the installer can then further process the
is a suitable solution if there are significant individual channelsbefore recombinine them to
differences in signal arrival directions (channel the trunk.
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Not surprisingly, such a lilter is known as a
bandpassfilter (or passband filter, essentially
interchangeable terminolory). Such a filter
consistsof a seriesof tuned circuits not unlike
the i.f. filters found in a television receiver. At
either end of the seriescorurectedfilter sections
are tuneabletraps which precisely attenuatethe
tw-o adjacent channel carriers (audio carrier on
low charurelside, visual carrier on high charurel
side). Typical specificationsinclude:
a) Bandpass - 5.0 MHz (Pal B; 6.0 MHz PAL-D)
h) Atfenuafion of carriers:
Lower adjacent channel aural -60 dB
Lower adjacent channel visual -40 dB
Upper adjacent channel visual -60 dB
trpper adjacent channel aural - 40 dB
c) In channel flatness +i- 1.5 dB
d) Insertion loss 4.0 dB

These are 75 ohm de\,{ces,fypically designed
for rack mounting, 'F' seriesconnectors.

Note the thru or insertion loss parameter of
bandpasstilters. While 4 dB is manageable.it
must be considered when planning where the
amplification will go. An off-air srgnal that is
-20 dBmV I +4A dBuV wants to be amplified
before filtering since the additional loss
sustained in any signal splitter and bandpass
filter ahead of the amplification would carry the
channel's signal to noise ratio down into the
never-never land of high noise (see Tech
Bulletin 9302; p.8). In a realty bad situation,
with one or more strong in-band signals and a
weak same-band srgnal as well (all to be
balanced at the headend) you should first
considertwo separatesetsof antennas;one for
the stronger signals and another for the weaker
srgnal. In this way you avoid the single antenna
- splifter loss of the splitter (4 dB is 4 dB) and
may be able to arrange the anterma for the
weaker channel (through stacking or antenna
selection)such that you gain a few precious dB
of signalon the weakercharurel. ,{ny masthead
units selectedwhich will processboth the weak
signaland the strongersignal(s)must be capable
of handling the output level of the stronger
signal(s)after amplification.

Depending upon your actual situation, the
filters could follow a broadband (or band I or
band m onfy) masthead amplifier / signal
splitter. or, if masthead tvpes of gain (i.e.,
20-30 dB) are required on specific channels,the
antenna(s)would feed through a signal splitter
into the bandpassfilters and then into masthead
There is another approachas well. It is called
ffpe preamplifiers. Most bandpassfilters will
not pass AC power so power supplies for a 'channel processor'. The stronger signals
mastheadsmust be located before the bandpass present no specialproblems; in the worst case
filterins.
you will need to attenuate the signals for
balancingand perhapstake stepsas discussedto
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Ch.9l30 dB below 6.8

N[tlCH INEAKER spmenbandsiqna! il {pn throush lchannel.p.rocessor'
tg iqolite it
'adiacent'.
processorgives,it new output channel;
from stronger same-bandsignals: if
eliminate any possible ghosting paths for the
stronger signals through the weaker channel(s)
equipment.
A channel processoris a RF (input channel)
to i.f. (for signal filtering, processing,gain and
AGC) to RF (output channel) device. It
functions in exactl-v the same way as a
TVNZ/TV3 teler,'ision translator. The input
srgnal is received on its off-air channel,
frequency convertedto an i.f. where the signal
is separatedfrom all other same-bandsignals,
amplified to a higher level, and fading is
controlled with an automatic gain control
system. The processed channel is then
fiequency translatedfrom the i.f. back to either
its original input channel or to a new channel
chosenby the systeminstaller.
Consider a situation where TVs 1 and 2 are
available at good ler,el but T\r3 is perhaps 30
dB w-eaker.If you erect one antennafor Tl-s I
and 2, another for TV3 and then attempt to
balancethe signalsby placing a mastheadon the
T\r3 signal (and perhaps attenuators on the
TVs 1 and 2 signals) before combining, you
may end up with TVs 1 and Z'leaking' through
the TV3 ry"stem;ghosts.Bandpassfilters for all
three charurelswould clean it up; perhaps a
bandpassfilter only on the TV3 systemwould
also cleanit up.

Another solution is to take the TV3 srgnal
into a charurelprocessor and then bring it back
onto the system on a new (you select) TV
channel. If TVl is on channel 6, TV2 is on
channel 8 and TV3 is on channel 9 off-air,
placing TV3 back into the system (after
processing)on channel 9 is not intelligent since
you will now be asking the MATV system
connectedTV setsto properly separate8 from
9. In a cable system (see Tech Bulletins 9305,
9401T) this is an acceptablepractice since all
channelsare carefully controlled in level and the
individual TV sets have no difEculty separating
adjacent channels as long as their respective
levels are uniform. In a lower-dollar h{ATV
system, it makes more sense to move our
exampleTV3 signaloff of channel9 (such as to
l0 or er,'en2) by simply allowing the channel
processor to operate on a different output
channel.
Charmel processorsin PAL-B format are
availablein tvro design modes:
a) You speci$ the input and output charurel(s) desiredwhen ordering;
b) you pay more money for the channelprocessorbut gain the ability to field-set the input
and output channelsyourself (bpically to any
inpu?'outputin the range of 47 to 862 MHz).
Another advantageto the channel processor
approach is that the unit has circuit gain built-in;
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with an input as low as -15 dBmV / +45 dBuV
from an antenna or masthead preamplifier you
can create an output (on the channel selected)
of +60 dBm\' / +120 dBuV. (Yes. that is
approaching the kind of level one might need
for re-radiating directly through the air for a
local service translator but nobody reading this
would er,erconsidersuch an option, of course.)
The disadr,antages
to chaturelprocessorsafe
cost (around NZ$l500 each in the frxed
inputifixed output channel format, $2.400 in the
fully agile format). and. NICAI\,(. N,{ostof the
PAL format units do not allow for the extra
bandwidth required fbr NICAM (falling as it
does 5.850 MHz above the visual oanier and
therefore actually inside of the next upper
adjacentchannel).On the other hand, very few
N,{ATV connected motel sets feature NICAM
so the loss of MCAM stereo may not be a
seriousconsideration.
Note: Bandpassfilters designedfor standard
P,A.L-B channels will exhibit the same
no-NICAtr{ problem since the upper channel
passbandlimit is just abora the regular audio
channel (i.e.. + 5.5 MHz) and will cut off
before the special MCA\,{ sub-catrier w-hich
resides + 5.850 MHz above the visual carrier.
There is an expensi'uesolution to this and
information can be provided upon request.
Typical channel processor specifications
include:

NC,{N{ fallsqutsideof bandIfiII) 7lr{Hz
wide channelslinnextupperchannel
VIDEO CARRIER
AUDIO
ANICAM

i +z.roo

ACTLIAL 7 MHz CHANNEL

a) Frequencyrange: Any input channelin the
frequency range 47-862 MHz. .{ny output
channelin the 47-550 MHz range.
Note: Nerv Zealand TV channel one (44-51
MHz) is unique in the world and except on very
special order. charurel processors are not
available for this charmel. As a practical matter,
modern varactor tuned TV sets lgnore
'channelling' per se and if
an h,{ATV system
outpuffedon channel l+ (48.25 to 54.00) and
the svstem did not have a channel 2 signal in it
(i.e., 54-61 N,IHz) there rvould be no problem
with 'tracking' TV set tuning to a 48.25 visual
carrier frequency establishedby the processor.
b) N,finimumrecommendedinput: -15 dBmV
+45
i
dBuV.
c) I\{aximum output: +60-65 dBmV ,t +120
-125 dBuV.
d) Noise figure of front end: 6 dB (VHF), I

dB GrFrF)
e) AGC: Output stayswithin +i- 0.5 dB for
30 dB input swing between range of 0 dBmV
and +30 dBmV i +60 dBuV to +90 dBuV.
f) Selectivityof input circuit:Received energy
-1.5 IVIHz below r,ideo carrier frequency and
+1.5 MHz above aural carrier frequency
attenuatedat least60 dB.
As a practicalmatter, considerchannel9 with
video carrier on 210.25, aural carrier at 215.75
MHz. Channel 8 aural (the low side potential
interfering carrier) is at 208.75 MHzl 210.25 208.75 : 1.5 MHz. The samenumber applies
to possibleinterferenceto channel9 audio from
a strong channel 10 video carrier. Thus the
selectivityor rejection of both adjacentchannel
nearestcarriersis (-) 60 dB in a stock channel
processor.
Now consider a channel 9 oFair signal that
measures -20 dBmV / +40 dBuV against a
channel 8 stronger srgnal that measures +20
dBmV r'+80 dBuV. The off-air charurel8 aural
carrier in our exampleis 40 dB stronger at the
input to the chaffiel processorthan the desired
channel 9. However. the selectivity of the
channelprocessorwill drop the channel 8 aural
carrier by 60 dB resulting in an input to the
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output Levels
Ch. 8A / -'14dBmV
Ch. gvl -24 dBmV

Mastheadoutput
Ch.8A/ -24 dBmV
Ch.gV/ -4 dBmV
----+

Process.

ch. 8A/ -5 dBmV (max)
Ch.9V/+55dBm\,'(max)

channelprocessorof -20 dBmV / +40 dBuV on
channel9 and for the aural carrier of channel 8
-40 dBmV I + 2O dBuV. Obviously at this point
the adjacent channel (audio) interference
problem is historl.

difrerence= 20 dB

TO SYSTEM /8A to 9V
difference= 60 dB

THE IIHF CTI\LLEI\GE
System input signals on VFtr can be
processedon channel, or in a severe situation,
processedat i.f. and replaced to the original
channel or a new one selectedby the system
designer. UHF channels present special
problems.
If you think of master antenna television
systems as miniature community / cable TV
systemsit becomesclear that at frequenciesin
the 518-862 MHz range a number of
distribution problemsbecome acute. The first is
the loss of the selected distribution cable.
Comparethe loss in various types of cable at 45
MHz (band I, channel 1), 230 N,{F{z(band Itr,
channel 11), 518 MHz (band fv". channel27)
and 862 MHz (band V, charmel62). From the
table on page 15 it is clear that smallerdiameter
cables (such as New Zealand manut-actured
RG-59/u) are almost a disasterat bandsIv- and
V. Sliehtly hieher grade cables (RG-6,IU) are
better but still show significant lossesat LIFIF.
Still larger diametercables,sush as RG-1liU or
the solid aluminium jacketed .500 and .750
begrn to have manageablelosses in bands IV
and V.

And this tbotnote: This would not be
predictably true if channel 8 was employ'ing the
MCAh,I (dgtally modulated) aural sub-carrier.
It would fall in 5.850 IvIHz abovethe channel8
visual carrier or 203.25 + 5.850 : 209.100
MHz. At this point the charurel I MCAM is
only l.l5 h'IHz below' the charurel 9 visual
carrier and the selectivity of the charmel
processorfront end is approximately -32 dB at
that point (rather than -60 dB at a point 1.5
\,{FIz below). This meansthe channelprocessor
rvould reduce the MCAI\,{ sub-oarrierby 32 dB
fiom its oFair level. MCAM is [pical]y run at
a carrier level greaterthan -20 dB referencethe
video carrier, so the true NICAM sub-carrier
signal level becomes -32 dB (attenuation by
being on downward slope of the channel
processorinput filter) plus (-)20 dB below the
visual carrier level for channel 8: net result is
the NICAM interferenceto channel9 video will
be -52 dB (or more) below the channel 8 video
carrier ler,el and -12 dB below the channel 9
But loss is relative. If the longest cable run
video carrier lel'el. These are tolerable levels from your 'headend'to the f,rthest TV outlet is
even with NICAtr{ present.
only 100 metres, and you have ample amplifier
gain, the losses are relatively unimportant; as
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Loss
at

TV
ch.

RG59/LI

I

6.4

RGRG.
7
6/U Series 1l/u

L
o

1
1

3
1

q

45
M[Iz

4.9

3.8

2.9

230
N,{tIz

11

12.9 1 0 .3 8.3

520

27

19.8

862

62

2 5 ,9 2 0 .5 16.4 1 3 . 6

1 5 . 6 12,6

6.7

10.2

long as you can reach the last'drop' (TV outlet)
with 0 dBmV / +60 dBuV (a'good picture').
Cablelossesare 'sloped;'thatis, they increase
rvith frequency and if you intend to deliver
relative$ equal (in signal strength) levels on all
channels at all locations. some careful
engineeringis required. Consider a 100 metre
run of RG-59/LI when comparedto a 100 metre
run of RG-ll/U. At the end of the run in
RG-59/U. r,vithout any splitters or taps, a
channel I signalwill have lost 6.4 dB. a channel
11 signal will have lost 12.9 dB. At the same
100 metre end a channel 27 signal will be
attenuated 19.8 dB while a channel 62 signal
will have droppedby 25.9 dB. In this example,
channel 62 loss is greatestand if it is 25.9 dB
then the 'gain block' amplifier required to insure
that the same signal level fed into the amplifier
comes out at the end of 100 metres will also
require 25.9d8 of gain. At the sametime. the
channel 1 loss of only 6.4 dB will require gain
at channel1 to be 6.4 dB.

Is

s

t

7

I

0
5
0
3
Metre s
NIHz 45
90
135
180
All cable lossesin dB per 100 metres

223

Cable has slope loss; amplifiers have tilt gain.
An amplifier designed to compensate for the
slope loss of the cable wifl allow the installer to
stair-step the output levels such that channel 1
gain is a fraction of channel 62 gain with
channels 11 and 27 falling along the slope
between these two numbers. Unforfunately,
that sofuesthe problem at the end of the line; it
does nothing for the first TV set hooked onto
the distribution line directly after the amplifier.
While the amplffier tilt balances out the cable
slope for the end of our example line of 100
metres, this balanceonly occurs tbr the end of
the line. Closer to the amplifier the IIIF'
charmels are progresshrly stronger than their
VFIF counterparts all the way back to the
amplifier output.
Now, do you really want to distribute LIHF
channels in the LIHF range? The first and most
important question to answer invofues the TV
sets that will connect to the system. Can they
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er,en receive LII{F? No? That answers your
questionsinceit is unlikely your I\IATV system
customerwishes to replace all of his TV setsto
allorv one or two new' LiFIF channels to be
addedto his system.
Therefore the TV sets in the facilitl play a
considerable part in deterrnining just how you
will design the system. Sets orignally designed
to receive only four to sir channels in the VFIF
spectrum (typically limited between channels 1
and 10) are perhaps the 'worst case' while
modern. new r,'aractorfuned VFIF + LrHF sets
representthe 'bestcase.'
First layout the channels you have a\ailable
for service.In Auckland. for example,charmels
2,4 ancl 7 are in use and typically you would
processthese stations'on-channel'with nothing
more complicatedthan perhaps separateband I
and band m antennas to assist in ghost
eliminationand signalbalancingat the headend.
\Vhere possihle you w{sh to ar,oid adjacent
channelsof operation (i.e., using two channels
which share a common frequency boundary
such as 7 and 8 with seven operating between
195 and 2O2NftIz and 8 operatingbetween202
and 249 IvIHz (202 being the 'Gommon
boundary'). Why?
If these were a CATV headend. every
channelwould be processedwith somethinglike
a 'channel processor and it would apply stiff
AGC to the signal (guaranteeing its stabilitv
under varying reception conditions). And we
would also 'fuin down' the aural camierlevel for
each channel such that within a channel the
audio sub-carrier was -15 to -17 dB reference
that channel'svisual carrier (see Tech Bulletin
9401T; p.25). In most MAT\i installationsyou
har,'eneither the AGC at the headend nor the

control over the aural carrier level. Both of
thesestepsare essentialwhen you begin to stack
up immediatety adjacent (common boundary)
signals in a piece of cable. Unless you take
these steps.it is unlikely the averageTV set will
produce 'good pictures' 100o,zo
of the time under
any and all varying reception conditions.
So we avoid these'adjacentchannelproblems'
by ar,aidmg adjacent charmels.ln our Auckland
example, rvith channels2,4 and 7 received off
air and processedon channel, that leaves us
with the fbllowing non-adjacent channels to
work with:
a) Channel I (there is a -3MHz wide amateur
radio assignment from 51 to 54 MHz so
channel 1 is not common-boundaryadiacentto
2)_
b) Charurel9
c) Channel11
Charurel3 is common-boundaryadjacent to
2, 5 and 6 to 4 and 7 respectir,rly, and 8 is
adjacentto 7. That leavesus with 9,10 and 11
of which we can use 9 and 1l without adjacent
channelproblems.
Note: Depending upon the qualitv of the
LiHF signal processing equipment, it would be
possibleto use 9,10 and 11 if the installer was
careful to ensure that the headend output levels
for 9, 10 and 11 were well matched, and the
aural carrier level was adjusted downward to
keep 9 audio out of l0'u'ideo, 10 audio out of
I I video.
If the TV setsin the MATV system premises
are strictly VFIF and strictly 11 channel sets
(matching our own 11 channel TV spectrum).
that's about all you have to work with. In the
worst case that gives you three channels (1.9
and 11) to place LIHF or other new signalson.
Or. doesit?

AUCKLAND

lIHz

{5 - 51 54 - 6l

89---100

171-181
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195-202209 216 223->

Now. if the TV setsemplol, funers that cover
the full range tiom 47 to 99 I\{Hz plus 174 to
230 Ir,'IHz you ha'ue additional options (most
tuners cover this range even if we use only a
portion of the 44-99 MHz range for T\r
broadcastingin New Zealand;check the fir set
manual). If L'HF will be carried at VFIF, you
are (down) con'r,erting the signals. The input
channelis specified(as receivedoff air) but the
output of the UHF to VFIF conversion can be
(by design or order from the supplier) on
practically any VFIF 'channel' you wish.
Remember, a TV 'channel'is a user designated
7 h,{FIz bandwidth; not something the Ministry
of CommerceRadio OperationGroup creates.
7 Ntrlzwide versus8 MHz wide. Bands I and
m TV signalsare 7lvlHz wide charurels.Bands
Iv- and V GfFIF) are 8 h,{FIzwide channels.In
both casesthe spacebetween the video carrier
and the aural carrieris 5.4996 (5.5) MHz. The
LIHF band fV and V channels are 8 \,'IHz wide
to accommodatethe transmission of MCAI\,{
stereo rvithin the channel (recall that at VFIF the
MCAA{ sub-carrier actualty bleeds over into
the next upper adjacentchannelspace).A LIFIF
channel (such as TAB) will downconvertto a7
h,{FIz wide VHF channel without problems and
there is no reason to consider the original 8
h.,IHz bandwidth when designing a svstem that
carries LrIIF at VHF; i.e., 7 MHz will do just
fine.
a) 44 to 99 MHz (a not uncommon 'tuning
range'for TV setsdesignedto 'auto search'and
find signals) provides spectrum spacefor 7 TV
channelseach T IvIHz wide.
If channel 2 (51-6I IVIHz) is occupied, that
leaves 44-51 for a second IIHF converted to

V}IF) channel. plus the balance of the space
from 6l to 99 MHz (38 MHz).
However, we rvish to avoid cofilmon
boundary channelling so that rules out starting
at 61 and going to 68. Does that mean the next
availablechaffiel must be 68-75 MHz, leaving
7 h,fHz belween3 and w'hatwe might call3A?
Not at all.
All we really' need is sufficient 'guard band'
spectrumspacebetweenchannelsto ensurethat
unexpected variations in system input levels or
wild excursionsof a channel'saural carrier does
not cause interference with other channels on
the systern.Recall that channel I and 2 arc not
adjacent: there is a 3 N4FIz 'guard band'
assignedto amateursfrom 51-54 MHz.
This suggests a different approach to
channelling for LIFIF chamels that might be
carried within bands I and tr VHF (i.e., 44-99
MHz).
Consider:
Channel 1: A UIIF converted station occupylllg
44-51lv{Hz.
Channel2: Ofl-air VHF occupyng 54-61MHz
Channel 3A': A UHF converted station occupltrg 64
-71 MHz {note 3 MHz guard band on the lorver side)
Channel 38: A UHF converted station occupying 74
-81 MHz (agauUnote 3 MHz guard band)
Channel 3C: A UHF converted station occupyng 84
-91 MHz.

Dangers. If your MATV system will be
located in a region where strong ofl:air FIv{
broadcast signals are present, you could
experience mild FM interference with the 5th
channel shown here (designated 3C) as it's
upper portion falls into the low end of the FM
broadcastband. Using properly shieldedcoaxial
cable will reduce or eliminate this possible
problem; in the worst caseyou lose the use of
charmel3C.

ALICKLAND BAND I / RECONFIGURED
FM / 89 - 100 MHz

MHz 44

51 54

61 64

7l

74
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Challenges:The absoluteguard band width
required will dependupon the care with w-hich
you desrgn your headend (remember AGC
ilontrol and reduction of the aural sub-carrier
levels are important). If signals are very offiair
stable,and you can tweek on the sound to bring
the carrier levels down to the (referencevideo
carrier) level range of -15/-17, there is nothing
that says the guard bands cannot be narrowed
to 2 MHz. If this was done, you could then add
a channel 3D in the just below 99 MHz region
(subject to protecting againstFI\{ band tr signal
leakageinto the system).
\Vhat this accomplishesis it makes room for
as many as 5 new cable carriagecharmelsin the
band I spectrum.Now what about band Itr?
flhannels 4 and 7 are occupied. Five and six
are clear but 5 shares a boundary with 4 and 6
shareswith 7. If you split the differenceyou can
slide in a 4A as follows:
a) Channel 4: 174-181lvlHz ioffair.)
b) Channel4A: 184 to 191 MHz (a UHF convertedto
VHF charmel)
c) Channel T: 195-202MHz (offair)
d) Channel 7A: 205-212 lvlHz (a UHF convertedto
VHF)
e) Channel 9A: 21-5to 222 MHz (a LIHF convertedto
VHF)
l) Channel 11A: 225 to 232 MHz lmost tuners will
handle this OK. a UHF converted to VHF)

Now with ample 3 lvlHz guard bands we have
a minimum of 5 band I TV channels and 6
band Itr channels; 11 total. That means that
N{ATV systems in Auckland and Christchurch
(where we presently have 8 off air signals
including SKY) can be configured for all I
present channels with growth room for three

more. And all of this can be handled with a TV
set that tunes only 44-99 and 174-230MHz.
Note: Those IUATV installations equipped
n'ith tuners covering the range 44-230 MHz
inclusive of the region between 99 and 174
N.,IHz offer room for another 7 channels,
non-adjacent,using 3 MHz guard bands; a total
of 18 channels,all with 3 MHz zuard bands in
place.
THE UHF CONVERSION TO \TIF
There are three common rvays to move a
UFIF channel to a VFIF frequency. A direct
frequency translation leads the list for
simplicity', easeof installation and lowest cost.
A LIFIF charmel (such as channel 271519.25
MHz) is fed into a mlrer where it meets a
localty generatedoscillator(LO; 309.25 MHz).
The 'mi"ing product' creates two new
frequenciesat the output of the mirer; 519.25
minus the local oscillator(:210.25) and 519.25
plus the local oscillator (:828.25). Following
the mixer is an i.f. amplifier tuned to the
selectedoutput frequency. If this was 210.25
MH4 or TV channel 9. the output of the
con'v'erterbecomeschannel9. [r the processthe
828.25 I\,IHz mixing product is lostl' discarded.
The LIHF anterura signal feeds into the
converter's input, the new i.f. output Q1A.25
MHz) feedsinto your N,{ATV system.
A second approach is to select one of the
channel processingunits previously discussed.
Here the UHF signal is down converted to the
processor'si.f.. the srgnalis bandpassfiltered,
amplified, and AGC is applied. The processor
i.f. is then up converted to the selected TV
output channel.

ATTCKLA.I\DBAND III / RECONFIGTiRED

E:M:&M:M:m

NlIIIz 174

181 184

tgt

195

202

2t5

212

215

222

225
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TFIREE APPROACHES TO PROCESSINGLTHFCIT{NNELS
RF in

CH.IN

vl
v
H
F

RF signal is amplified, down
converted to i.f. for filtering
and AGC, up converted to
same or new\TIF/UHF ch.

A third approach is to demodulate the LIHF
channel creating baseband video and audio
(suitableto drive a monitor and sound system).
This basebandis then applied to a modulator
designedfor the nerv charmeland an RF carrier
on the new charurel frequency appears at the
output.
For cost reasonsdirect frequency translation
is favoured for most MATV systems. ,4,n
exception to this would be when the LIHF
channel is quite weak, or located in a dial
position where there is adjacent charurel
interference(such as a channel27 and a 28). kr
this case the channel processor is chosen
because of its ability to separate adjacent
channels, shape and filter weak signals while
apply'ing automatic gain control to the perhaps
erratic input signal. The demodulate-remodulate
system is far,'oured when some form of
encryption is used by the incoming srgnal and it
must be decrypted befbre being sent on to the
TV sets connected to the system (i.e., rather
than providing each TV set with a decryption
box, the signal is decoded at the headend' and
then sent on to the standard TV sets in its
decryptedform.

IA

R-Fout

controlled. A crystal controlled LO will exhibit
far better frequency stabili[ than a so-called
free-running oscillator. The operating environment of the converter. whether located inside of
a heatedroom for example,has a big impact on
the stability of the oscillator. Non-crystal
controlled oscillators r,'ary enough in frequency
through temperature extremes (0C to +40 C)
that the output frequency of the converter at
VHF can vary over ssveral megahertz. This in
turn will cause the MATV system picture on
that channelto creepjust as if the TV set were
improperly tuned. Some TV setshave sultrcient
+3 MHz

IIHF OSCILTATOR.DRIFT

WITH TEMP CT{,dNGE
+2 MHz
+1 MHz
0 MHz
-1 MHz
-2 MHz

TEMP/C -20 -10 0 +10 +zfr +30 +40

,{FC (automatic frequency control) to follow
Frequency translation converters are ar,ailable this excursion;othersdo not.
over a fair$ wide price range. W-hat you are
Crystal controlled LOs are rated for their
paying for is as follows:
fiequency stabiliry*over a specffied temperature
a) Frequency stability: The local oscillatorin range (such as -20C to +50C). Their stability
the converter may or may not be crystal within this operating temperature range is
-TECH BLILLETIN 9402Tfl\4arch1994/Page20-

uHFl

27 {Waitarua} to 9l 29 {Pine Hitl) to 11 throueh
same U to V converter requirinq BPF for 9.

rN * 127,29
VHF'OUT

.27: 9

---+

i_"*"-, "n. r

I --------- - --

27 on 9 onty

29=ll

specified as a 'window;' +/- 25 kilohertz is a
colnmon number.
h) Noise figure: The quality of the sensitivity
of the converter is measuredby its noise figure.
A converter with a high noise figure will add a
'grain' to the video after
conr,'ersioneven with
moderately high input signals (such as 0 dBmV
,r +60 dBuV). To cure a high noise figure the
installer must add a low noise LIHF masthead
amplifier to the system to counteract the high
converter noise ligure (see Tech Bulletin
9303;p.15).
A converter noise figure higher than 6 dB fed
rvith an off-air GfHn signal weaker than -5
dBmV {+ 55 dBuV) will probably require a
mastheadpreamplifier.
c) Hum modulation: Any frequency conversion device is capable of being modulated by
the power supply's AC mains frequency. This
means the 50 hertz AC srgnal appears as an
overlay on the picture produced; typical$ as a
light grey band that may move slorvly' up (or
down) the screen. It is usually not sufficient to
destroythe picture;just make it distinctive.
Hum modulation is specified as a - (minus)
dB number Any number lower than -55 dB is a
causefor concem(i.e., -54 dB).
d) Maximum rated input: LIHF to VIIF conr,'erters may not be capable of handling very
strong input signals. Their relatively simplistic
design translatesvery strong off-air signals into
a challengefor the mlxer that produces the new
i.f. output. Compare the manufacturer's
specification (maximum recommended inpuQ
against the level of input signals you expect at

the installation. The cure is simple enough;
place an in-line affenuator (pad) in the input line
until the off-air input is below the maximum
rated input.
e) Image rejection: When your installation will
have several LIHF channels a'vailable (each of
which requires frequency translation), the
appearanceof multiple signals at the input, all
relatir,ely strong can cause undesired mixing or
'image'products in the convertsr.
A converter
designedto translate channel 27 to channel 9,
fbr example, if presentedwith an equally strong
channel 29 signal may well simultaneously
translate29 to 11. That could be useful; more
likely it will create a new problem. If the
converter was designed with an i.f. output
peaked to a single channel (such as 9) the
simultaneous translation of channel 29 to
channel 11 will find the channel 11 output
signal well down on the 'tuned gain skirt' of the
channel 9 output. This will create a significant$
degradedchannel29 on 11 at the sametime 27
is coming out on 9. If you intended to mix
channel 27i9 to the MATI' distribution system
from one converter and find 29111also going
into the line at the same point any attempts to
separate$convert 2911I in a second converter
will be a disasterfor the system.What you will
have is 29lll twice (as well, possibly, as 2719
twice). And because the individual converter
local oscillatorswill not be harmonious,you will
create co-channelby having two 'stations'(the
same signal. twice) on the same channel on
vow N{ATV svstem.
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The answer to this problem is selectiviq'.
Either the LIHF input needsto be filtered ahead
of the LiFIF converter (not inexpensive) or the
VFIF output needs to be filtered between the
output of the converter and the input to the
sYstem.

situation,the headendis nothing more elaborate
than an all channel VFIF antennadeliverinq 1. 2
or 3 VFIF charmelsto the sets.
It is the function of the headendto clean up
any srgnals that require special handling, to
re-spacethe channelsif adjacentchannelsmight
be a problem, to ensure that no locally
generatedinterferenceentersthe system.
The ideal MATV distribution system is
transparent to the signals after the headend
work has been done. This meansthe individual
TV sets connected to the system must not
interfere with the reception of other sets
connected to the systern. The most common
problem creating interaction betwesn separate
TV setsis the receiverlocal osciflatorsignal. If
one receiver tuned to charurel 11 has x
set-internal LO fafling inside of channel 5. it
would not do for the MATV wiring to transport
the LO inside of charurel 5 around the systemto
other sets:especiallyif you are using channel 5
for another TV signal.
Isolation is the key rvord; each TV set is
isolated from the sjstem through a signal tap off
unit that passesenerry in one direction (from
the headendto the TV set) but not in the othsr
(from the TV set back into the system).

With a 3 MHz guard band for vour LIHF to
VFIF channels, even the lowest cost frse
running oscillator U to V comrerters (if
carefully installed) should not walk around in
frequency so badty that a LIF{F channel moves
into the frequency territory of another channel
on the system. But. will the TV sets on the
systern be able to 'follow' the wandering
channel?Probably not. The solution to this is to
place the LIFIF converters in a reasonably
temperature controlled environment where
temperafure changes cause moro manageable
LO frequency changesin the converters.
Unfortunately for the installer, lower cost
LIHF converters (i.e., those not employing
crystal control) are also most likely to cause
simultaneous frequency translation such as our
2719 and 29lll example. The monev you save
on lorver cost convertersmay ultimate$ have to
be re-spent to purchase bandpass filters to
lbllow these converters to clean up the
wideband outputs. And that suggestsa new
T h r u L o s s/ 1 . 0d B
problem. The bandpassfilters, operating at the
VFIF output channel of the convefters, are very
TO
FROM
intolerant of frequency drifting. A change of
--'---+
-----t
just 1 megahefiz in the output channelling at the
sYsrEM
HE'\DE\DB"t"hh
tl
VHF i.f. will move the LIF{F-now-VFIF channel
Isolation /
outside of the designed passband of the
/
Line Level|
3
|
A 2dB
bandpass filter. Now' your own lilter will
(-20 dB)
|
destroythe reception!
rvv
SET
W-henin doubt about a converter product you
have not previously used with sucsess?arrange
A directional coupler is a signal tap-off or
to test it before 1'ou bid it into an MATV coupling der,ice designed to do just this. A
svstem.
two-way splitteris not such a device.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The layout of a system is an exercise in
Visualise the MATV system as a conduit decibel addition and subtraction. You begin
through which flows the combined output of with a clean sheet of paper and a scaled
the headend equipment. In the most simplistic drawing of the premise. The draw{ng will reflect
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LAYOUT,,SKETCI{/,2,Euildifie,MATY,Syptpfn,?lp
gretres,tg
furhest fV oudet
the location of each TV outlet, the length of
wire required to connect sach outlet, and the
location of the headend.
When you have this drawing prepared, make
several copies filing away the original. The first
step is to figure out how you Gan physically
reach each outlet with a minimum of hassle.
Some MATV systems are installed outside of
the building rurming under the building eaves
against the top of the wall. Others follow along
an overhanging roof support system. Still others
go from location to location through an attic
crawl space. How you run the cabling subject
to the wishes of the customer, will have a big
impact on the labotr content for the job.
Virtually any installation will require
penetrating walls to route the cable around, and
locating splitter, tap-off and perhaps amplifier
devices. Most customers will wish the cable to
be out of sight, the passive and active devices
placed so they are not temptations to children or
adults.
Wall penetration requires drill bits of
sufficient lenglh to extend through and
reversible drills. Using the long (typicalty
-TECH BULLETIN

450mm) bit requires both patience and skill
blessed with good luck. It is handy to have a
carpenter's device known as a 'sfud finder'
(locates wooden studs by their nails).
When you go to drill through a wall you are
starting by selecting a location where the TV
cable needsto passthrough. This may be close
to an AC mains outlet and your first concern is
that when you drill through the wall you do not
run into electrical wiring (or plumbing) in the
process. It is amazing how fast the profit built
into a contract installation can dissofueafter you
pay for destroying
carried inside of a
wall!
The walls or ceilingByou have to penetrate
with cabling become a factor in how the cabling
is run. In other words, before you can lay the
system out on paper, inspect the building(s) to
determine how the cable can be run and what
the customer will approve.
Once you have this settled, the qystemlayout
can proceed.
Make a tentative cable family selection; such
as RG-64J. Now you have a known loss factor'
for the systembasedupon the loss of the cable
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SKETCFI #2 /,A,ofClimimrv,s*stem layout with equiprn€nt in phce
selected. Rernernber the systern has to balance splitters, signal tapoff units (i.e., directional
cable lossss with amplifier gains to deliver couplers), even fittings. Cable loss varies with
appropriate signal levels to each location.
frequency being greater at higher channels
(frequencies).True passiveloss is equal on all
#1) Start with the TV outlet firthest from the channels;i.e., a two-way splitter with 4 dB of
headend and work backwards towards the loss at channel I also has 4 dB of loss at
headend following a physical routing that you channel11.
know can be accomplished. Jot down the total
Between the headend and the last TV outlet
you will have a combination of cable loss and
length in metres or feet .
#2) Take that number and compare it to the passiveloss. The passiveloss will add up to the
known loss of the cable selected. To allow for same number regardless of TV channel
future expansioq use cable loss for band Itr frequency. The cable loss will vary with
channel 11 as a basis for calculation (assuming frequency..
you are not distribtrting at IJHF; if you are, use
862\vftIz for your calculations).
Take your second sketch sheet copy and
In our examplehere we have 210 metres of begn to layout a systemstarting at the headend.
cable from the headend to ths last TV outlet. In our example there are two buildings so the
This translatesto 2.10 times (for 210 metres)X headeird output trunk line is split near the
10.3 dB of loss per 100 mstres or 21.6 dB of headend into tvro distribution lines. From the
cable loss to the most distant outlet. Set this output of the splitter follow along the sketched
number asidefor the moment.
in cable line until you arrive at the first TV
outlet for one building. Draw in a ryrmbol for a
Between the headend and the last TV outlet directional coupler. Continue this to the end of
we have cable loss (iust computed) and passive ths line for the first building. At the very end of
losses.A passivedwice list would inc.ludesignal
-TECH BULLETIN
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the line draw in a terminator (a 75 ohm resistor
that'caps' the line end).
Now go to the splitter line feeding the second
building. Here we have two separatefloors and
logically a separate dishibution line might run
across the building for each floor (this may not
fit your systein but it is an example). A second
two-way splitter goes in here at the start of the
building with one cable leg then feeding
horizontally acrosseach floor level. At each TV
outlet draw in a directional coupler ending with
a 75 ohm terminator on each line.
Now go back to the beginning of the system
and select one dishibution line. Write in the
splitter loss at each location (4 dB assumed)and
then assign a nominal loss for each directional
coupler.
Directional coupler (tapoff devices) have two
separate losses.' The fimt loss of concern is
known as the tsolation value.' Directional
couplers (also known as directional taps or
DTs) feed the line (input) signal through the
device. Inside of the DT is a miniature network
that couples a portion of the stgral on the line
into the output pcrt. DT values typically vary
between -8 dB and -35 dB where - (minus)
msans the level of signal coming out of the TV
set side of the port (or ports if for two or more
TV outlets at the same location) will be lower
than the level of the distribution line by the
statedvalue; i.e., -8 dB would translateto a tap
output 8 dB weaker than the distribution line
signal at that point (+20 dBmV / +80 dBuV on
the line; +12 dBmV I +72 dBuV at the tap
output).
The beauty of the DT is that by having a
selection of Values' to choose from you can
tailor the signal lwel delivered to the TV set to
be virhnlly spot-on 0 dBmV / +50 dBuV. By
knowing the cable and other passive losses
between the headend and ths DT location, you
can calculate the distribution line stglal level at
the point where the DT installs. By selecting a
DT 'isolation value' that will produce 0 dBmV /
-TECH BULLETIN

+60 dBuV at the end of the drop line (i.e.,
going into the TV set) you ensure the TV set at
that location gets the proper signal.
The second 'loss' number of concern is the
through-loss of the DT. In the process of
siphoning a small amount of signal off of the
distribution line the DT lowers the line level at
that point. This is called 'thru-loss' and when
computing the total losses in a dishibution line
you add this thru loss like you would a splitter
loss; passive,or equal on all channels.
But what channel are we concerned with
here? From previous discussion you know or
suspectthat the line lsvels will be highest on the
highest channels, lower on the lower charurels.
The answer is that all calculations are done for
the highest channel (frequency) in the system
since becauseof cable's sloped loss quality the
highest channel will always be the weakest
channel. Well deal with setfing up the headend
for this slope characteristicbefore we are done.
In our sketch sheet we now have a system
layout with splitters and directional coupler
tapoffs in place. Why not use more commonly
available two, three or four way splitters for
dividing siglal to individual rooms?
Imagine using a two-way splitter for each
room. The headend signals come to the input
and one of the outputs feeds the room while the
secondgoes on to the next room where another
two-way splitter repeats the process. In doing
this we are dividing the signal equally (that's
what a two-way splitter does) between the first
room, and all of the roolns that follow. Now
50026of the signal level goes into the first room
while 507o goes on to the second room. At the
secondroom a secondtwo-way splitter repeats;
SUo/o
of the availablesignal (25o/oof the original
line level) goes into the second room, the other
257ogoes on to the third room. By the time we
get to the 8th room we are delivering around
Q.39062o/oof the original si$al to that room.
The people back in room 1 get 50o/oof the
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After 8 rooms/
level is -19 dBmV:
16 rooms- 60 dBmV!

TRTNK IN

ch.ll/+20
dBmV

W,ffY we don,'t use s,plitters...
available signal, the people in room four receir,'e
6.250/oof the original power and the poor folks
in room 8 received0.390620/o.Obviously that is
not a very good arrangement.
If the original line ler'el was +20 dBmV / +80
dBuV, room one Seesr-16 dBmV I + 76 dBuV.
Room I seesapproximately-19 dBmV / +41
dBuV. Extend that to 16 rooms and the 16th
room receives -60 dBmV / +0 dBuV. So
splittersare fine for a few sets(up to 8 if done
'u'ery carefully) but not for commercial MATV
installationcustomertapoff use.

Directional couplers (DTs) have varying
amounts of thru-loss. This is a function of the
tap of isolation'and the lower the isolation the
higher the thruloss. A -8 dB DT, for example,
will have 2.1 dB of thru-loss while a -35 dB
isolation DT will exhibit 0.3 dB of thru-loss.
Before ws can assigr real number values to the
thru-loss, we must specifu the distribution line
levels so we can in furn arrive at the isolation
valuesfor the DTs we will use.

This requires a trial run of the numberu. For
the trial run we will select a median value for
Add to that that most splitters are thru-loss for each DT; 0.7 dB. h our motel
bi-directional devices; local oscillator signals example we have 24 total units, 8 on each floor
from one TV set feed back into the distribution leg. Thus the worst case DT thru-loss on any
line through the splitter and turn up as un- leg will be 7 times 0.7 dB (not 8; the last DT
wanted carriers for TV sets connected to the has thru loss but it only affects the 75 ohm
line.
termination level after the unit): or, 4.9 dB.
Additionally, the last outlet on each distribution
leg needs no less than +8 dBmV I +68 dBuV
LINE to TAP
Thru (Insertion)Loss
on the line at the point where the DT installs.
'ISOLATION'
of Tap DEVICE
Why? Becausethe lowest value DT commonly
4dB
2.7 dB
available has 8 dB of isolation, and to get 0
dBmV i +60 dBuV to the last TV set, we will
6dB
2.5dB
need 0 dBmV plus the 8 dB isolation value, or
8dB
2.1 dB
+8 dBmV / +68 dBuV on the line at that point.
12 dB
1 .7d B
Actualty, because of a small amount of cable
loss from the DT to the TV set, we will need
16 dB
1.1d8
another dB or two there as well. It is usually
20 dB
0.7dB
safeto plan a line so that it has no lessthan +12
?4 dB
0.5 dB
dBmV I +72 dBuV at the end of line
termination(a 75 ohm resi,stor).
27 dB
0.3dB
Note. It is possibleif you are resourcefulto
30 dB
0.3dB
find DTs with isolation values as low as 4 dB
and in the event you do so, your end of line

l-outlet DT values;2,4,8outfetsdiffer.
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attenuators (pads) on the channels that are
strong.
From

75ohm

-fHeadend

Let's assumeour weakestheadendchannel is
+2 dBmV
after being added to ths trunk
(master) cable and the rest will be adjustedto
or around this number.

Termination

End of all lines must he terminated,
with 75 ohm resistor.
levels can be adjusted downward from +12
dBmV I +72 dBuV to +6 dBmVi +66 dBuV.
Irlow we can back into the amplifier gain
required for the headend.
#1) Assumed DT thru-loss (worst case,for
the last unit on eachleg) : 4.9 dB
#2) Splitter loss (worst case,for the two story
building where two splitters are in the line back
to the headend): 2 x 4 dB or 8 dB
#3) Cableloss (worst case,channelll at 210
metres): 2.1 times 10.3 dB per 100 metres:
2L6 dB cableloss.
#4) (+1 12 dB 'end of line'margin.
Sum these(loss)numbers:46.5 dB.

Our total loss (sum of passiveand cable) was
34.5 dB. Our objectiveis to place 0 dBmV /
+60 dBuV into the antenna terminals on each
TV set on each channel. The answer is almost
here.
The amplifier gain required is the sum of all
of the lossesless the positive dB value of the
weakestchannelat the headendplus the end of
line signal level required (+12 dBmV ! + 72
dBuV in example given), plus 12 dB end of
line. Our plus dBs are the +2 (dBmVl +62
dBuV) on the weakest headend channel. Our
minusesare: cable plus passivelosses(-34.5)
and the 12 dB end of line margin. So -46.5 plus
2: 44.5 dB of amplifier gain required..
The amplifier goes at the headend. after the
individual channels have been mlxed into a
cornmon (single) trunk line. Some attention
must be paid to the ampffier's maximum rated
input, its gain requirement and the maximum
output you will have. The input(s) should be
rvithin the specified input-range 'window' and
the output should not exceed the rated output of
the amplifier chosen.

Now go back to the headendplan. You know
or have calculated the signal levels available
from the off-air signals. One approach is to take
the worst case ofilair ler,cl (after conversionto
VIIF if the weakest signal is LIF{F) and then
bring the rest of the signals 'into balance'with
that charurel. Remember that our goal is to
make each individual charurel as close to the
Now for the actual DT isolation values.
same le\,'el at each TV set as possible. The
easiestway to bring strong srgnalsinto line with Knowing that our headend output lelel of all
the wsakest signal is to install passive in-line channels combined is +2 dBmy t +62 dBuV
(on channel 11 even if no channel 11 is on the
Calctrlatingheadendslbpeb]'iomparing lossesat highest,loweqt,channels
Highest Ch.

Ch.ll/ cable loss 21.6 dB

Passiveloss12.9dB

3.{.5dB total

Lowest Ch.

Ch.2 / cable loss 9.8 dB

Passiveloss12.9dB

22.7 dBtatal
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SKETCH #3/ PluqqinQ in DT valuCsfor one flbor CIfour svstem;
system),we san computethe line level for each
of the DT locations. This means starting out at
the headend amplffier output with the known
output level (+44.5 dBmV / + 104.5 dBuV)
and subkacting out cable losses(at channel 11)
and passive (flat) losses wherever they occur.
We'll do one leg as an example.
The double floor building has a 4 dB splitter
loss times two before we reach the first DT.
That's 8 dB less srgnal. In our example, there is
I2A metres of cable between the headend
output and the output of the second two-way
splitter. So 1.2 (a percentageof 100 metres)
times the loss of our RG-6,U cable at channel
11 equals 1.2 x 12.6 dB or 20.6 dB total loss
(w-iththe passiveloss). On the bottom floor the
first DT is located right after the splitter so we
assume the input to the first DT will be the
same as the output of the splitter. If the total
passil,'eand cable loss at this point is 20.6 dB,
then our headendlevel of 44.5 dBmV r' +104.5
(-20.6)

FIRST DT ON FLOOR

dBuV will be reduced by this amount. This
means the input to the first directional coupler
will be +23.9dBmV. We want 0 dBmV I +60
dBuV at the end of this drop line and if we
assume 1 dB of drop line loss (between the
directional coupler,{DT and the TV set) we can
calculate the isolation value for the DT. 23.9
dBmV " * 83.9 dBuV line level - 1 dB of drop
line loss still leaves 22.9 dB to 'isolate.' The
nearestDT isolation value is -20 dB. So at this
location we place a DT with an isolation r,alue
of -20 dB knowing our signal level will be just
above0 dBmV I +60 dBuV (+22.9 - 2O or 2.9
dB) at the end of the drop line.
Repeatthis processfor each outlet, adding up
greater cable losses for each
the suscessir,'ely
new incremental increase in distribution line
length, and, adding the thru-loss value for each
newly added DT as you go along. In our
example we show how the sketch fills in for DT
isolation values and distribution line srgnaller,els
to the end of the line. Note that we end up with
a line level of +12 dBmV i +72 dBuV at the
end of line termination.
All coaxial cable lines must be terminated to
prevent ghosting (enerry reflected from an open
line end). A standard 75 ohm region carbon
(not wire wound) resistor is the termination.
You could also locate a -8 dB lalue (isolation)
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DT that can go at the end of the line. with a leave the headend. The slope differential
terminator built in.
between highest channel and lowest sharulel is
your headendoutput differential
HEAD EI\D ADJUSTMENTS
What is the bestway to createthis slope?The
Because the coaxial cable 'sloped loss' is answer depends upon the amplifier you have
greatest on the highest frequency channel and chosen. Many amplffiers have an adjustable
our goal is to find equal signal level signals at slope control with a range such as l0 dB. This
each distribution line end, we compensatethe adjustment will allow you to use a field strength
headend output levels by tilting the signal levels. meter (plugged into the test pofi on the
This means the highest charnels leave the amplifier, or if there is no test port, into the
headend at the strongest level, the lowest amplifier output direct$) to adjust the slope to
(frequenca')channelsat the lowest levels.
conform to your MATV systemrequirement.If
How much tilt?
the amplifier's available slope control range is
The answer is custom to each installation. not sufficient for your system, start by using all
Take the full length of the longest line in metres of the slope adjustment available and top that
and calculatethe loss in your chosen cable for up by what follows.
that line length; once for the lowest channelon
your systemonce for the highest channel.Here
If the amplifier you wish to use has no slope
we ignore the passivelosses and use only the adjustment, your adjustmentswill have to be
cable loss. Let's assume it is 2I.6 dB for done at the antenna input lines before each
channel 11 and 10.3 dB for channel 2. The signal is added to the input (to the amplifier)
difference(21.6 - 10.3)is 11.3dB.
combiner. This can be both complicated and
If we send out the highest channel (11) such tedious because you are trying to keep the
that it is 11.3 dB stronger than channel 2, by weakest input signal to the amplifier at least at
the time we arrive at the end of the distribution the 0 dBmV / +60 dBuV level to maintain a
cable both signals will have equalised to the quality picture on that weaker channel. The
samelevel becauseof the cable'sslope.
tools you have to work with are fixed in-line
Follow the same calculation procedure for pads, and pre-amplifiers. By tilting the input to
your installation and once you know the slope force the output of the amplifier to be tilted you
differential between the highest and lowest accomplish the same thing you can do with an
channel on your system, use that number to amplifier that contains a built-in slope control.
'adjust' your indil'idual channel levels
as they Obviously if you can do slope adjustment with

I Input
\

Based upon system filt required

l-';lT

/
2 Input

N{asterSystem
Amplifier ,

lrl
I
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---->

set bandI, III inputs to range
and fine tune tilt with amplifier
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I
N
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control.

one ampffier control setting,you are tbr better
off than with having to adjust each channel
input individually.
MIXING AFTER THE AMPLIFIER
Let's assumea sifuation where you have two
locally strong signalson charurels 1 and 3 and a
weaker srgnalon channel 9. Channels I and 3
are TVI and TV2, channsl9 is TV3.
You can procsss channels I and 3 with a
simplistic antenna and develop at least + 10
dBmV ,t + 70 dBuV for the headendampffier
input. But the channel 9 signal is down in the
region of -15 dBmV even after stacking
antennas (Tech Bulletin 9302; p.27). It is
difficult to balance' signalsthis far apart in level
for the system amplifier input.
There are two solutions and budget will
dictatewhich you select.
If the antenna srgnai on channel 9 is -15
dBmV I +45 dBuV before any amplification, a
20 dB gain masthead amplifier on that antenna
s,vstemwould get you closer (to +5 dBmV /
+65 dBuV). However. if the channel 9 signal
has a tendency to vary up and down in level
with weather conditions, you will har,'eno AGC
on it with a simple masthead. If the channel 9

Chs.1,3

\"nn

E

I

EI
Lru
+5 dBmV

Band I (master amd. Ch.
9 (processor)balance
after mix in splitter

srgnal is subject to strong increasesin signal
le'r,elbecauseof weather, it is possibleit would
become so strong that the fuIATV amplifier
could be overloadedat times.
An alternative would be to select a channel
processorfor the channel 9 signal. This would
produce not onlv a well filtered and amplified
srgnal with AGC, but it will also gile you the
output capability for the channel 9 signal
equivalent to the full output of the channel
processor.This rvould Bpically be +60 dBmV /
+120 dBuV. Obviously you could pad this back
down to around +10 dBmV i +70 dBuV to
match the localty available channel I and 3
signals before going through the headend
amplifier.
Another choice is to use the headend
amplifier only on charmels 1 and 3. Then after
the headend amplifier use a splitter or
directional coupler to add to the master/trunk
output line the separate$ processedchannel 9
srgnal. Since the channel 9 processor will
develop far more output level than the headend
amplifier on channels 1 and 3, use the output
gain control adjustment on the processor to
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make the channel 9 line the proper level for
your'tilted' system.

amplifier are competing for spectrum spacs
with the desired fir signals.
Distortion products multipty with each
In a similar fashion offiair FM signals can be additional amplifier. Their existencemay not be
separate$ processed (a separate antenna for appment (i.e., you see no interference)with a
FM, possibly a separate amplifier; operate the single amplifier. The addition of a second
EM service signals such that the signal level of amplifier amplifies the distortion products from
the strongest FM station is no greater than you the first amplifier which are then increased by
would adjust a channel 4 TV carrier on your the products of the second amplifier.
qystemif you had one on that channel).
Basically, distortion products will double each
And a locally generated movie service time you double the number of amplifiers in the
channel, through its own modulator or through system; thus two amplifiers have twice the level
the modulator in the VCR, can be added to the (3 dB more) of distortion of a single amplifier.
system.It can go into the system as if it were ill
off-air srgnal (i.e., ahead of the headend
Quality rnanufacturerswill speciS the level of
amplifier), or, after the headend amplifier distortion present in a single amplifier. It is up
through its own external single channel to you to determine how many of a particular
modulator I amplifier.
amplifier
can safely be used before the
distortion products are an annoying interference
pattern on systemconnected screens.
MULTIPLE AMPLIFIERS
Some MATV systernsare so sizeablethat a
If you plan a qystem with two or more
single headend located amplifier cannot reach amplifiers in cascade, the three specifications
the furthest outlets with the desired signal level. which help you judge the distortion products
In this situation two or even three amplifiers are as follows:
may be required to completethe systern.
#1) Composite triple beat measures new
When you use one amplifier to drive a second carrier products (beats) generated when TV
amplifier there are special considerations. The carriers amplified 'mix' within the amplffier.
first of these is to be certain the input signal This 'mixing' is an inwitable part of ampliffing;
level(s) to the second amplifier do not exceed the trick is to keep the composite triple beats
the rated input of the second amp. The next low enouglr that they nwer become apparent on
consideration is to do everything you can to the screen. CATV ampffiers (which may end
t-eedinto the second amp with a set of signals up being 100 in cascade or more) have
that are balanced' (flat) at the point of entering compositehiple beats in the -65 to -70 region.
the second amplifier; ie., with no significant MATV amplifiers are ffpically in the -60 (dB)
'tilt.'
region. When you have a number as low as -55
dB you can expectproblemsin cascade.
Operating two or more distribution style
#2) Znd order intermodulation is a measrueamplifiers in series (one at the headend, for ment of harmonics generated within an
example, a second midway through the system) amplifier. A TV signal using a channel such as
is called 'cascading.' Cable TV system 3C here, 84-91 MHz, 'doubles'in the ampffier
amplifiers are designed for cascading; not all and producesa new signalin the 168-182 MHz
NL{.TV grade amplifiers af,eso designed.
region. This new product can interfere with a
All amplifiers create distortion products as srgnal caffied on channel 4 (174-181 MHz).
they ampli$. Distortion products manifest as However, in MATV systems in New Zealand
waving lines on TV screens which indicate most band I channel frequencies will 'double'
beats' or interfering signals generated by an into harmless spectrum space where there are
-TECH BULLETIN
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no other TV signals. The exception to this
statementis channel I (44-51) MHz doubling
into channel 3C (84-91 Ir,{FIz). In MATV
amplifiers numbers in the -75 (dB) region are
considered goodl as low as -60 dB is
acceptable.
#3) Crossmodulationis the modulation of one
video image by another. On the screen it
appears not was rvaving lines or herringbone
pattems (the two major imagesfrom composite
kiple beats and 2nd order) but rather as a'film'
of weak modulation product laying on top of
fhe desired channel's picture. Because the
'phasing'between the two sets
of modulation is
poor you will usually see a distinct qync or
fiame bar laying horizontally acrossthe screen
with weak (to not so weak) video from the
second srgnal on top of the primary signal. In
CATV amplifiers a number in the -65 to -70
region are acceptable.In lv{ATV, numberu in
the -58 to -61 region are acceptable.

to rise sharp$. Using the manufacturer'sdata
sheet as a guide, 'back off the output of the first
amplifier by 3 to 6 dB; i.e., derate it to ensure
the distortionproductsare reduced.
#2) The rated input and output of the
successiveamplifiers are important. By careful
adjustment of the system tilt at the first
amplifier, arrive at the second amplifier such
that the input is as slose to 'flat' (i.e., all
channels at about the same level) as possible.
Also ensureyou do not overdrive the successive
amplifiers; if the recommended input is +6
dBmV | +66 dBuV, do not exceed the
recommendednumber. Next derate the output
of successiveamplifieru by 3 to 6 dB for the
samereasonyou did so with the first amplifier.
Most distortion products 'after the fact' (i.e,
they happen, and now how do you flx them)
can be improved by merety"placing an in line
attenuator / pad at the input to the amplifier that
first shcws the products. Padding the input
down, and then turning its own output level
ln all distortion product situations the system down, backs the amplifier off from its 'intercept
planner is in control. If you are only using a points' (where distortion products run amuck in
single amplifier (i.e.. not in cascade), select the amplffier).
product with reasonable distortion product
numbers. If the system will have two or more HIGH OUTPUT AMPLIFIERS
amplifiers in cascade, pay some attention to
Although most MATV systemsare designed
thesespecifications.
around broadband amplifiers it is possible to
When you plan and install the system using follow CATV practicesand individually process
amplifiers in cascade, pay particular attention and ampli$ each channei to a quite substantial
to:
output level before doing 'combining' (oining
#l) The rated output ler,el fi'om the first all of the channelstogether into a single cable).
amplifier. 'Pushing' the amplifier to or beyond
Strip amplifiers offering as much as 3 volts
its rated output level (measured by the signal output (+69 dBmV i +129 dBuV) on a single
ler,el lear,'ing the amplifier on any channel) channel are available. Applications would
causes distortion products in the first amplifier include very long cable runs or complex
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Amp #1,tilt favouis,Band, III so Amp
#2,ihput is tflat ' Amp #2 flat end of lin€
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HIGH OLTTPUT,AMPLIH'IERS|,
in -IYhichCabte?
Hp*,F4r.alWhiJ qrectrensv
+69,
dBm\r
I
+I29
dBuV

RG-6/U: Ch. I (1408metres to 0 dBmV/+0 dBu!')
RG-6IU: Ch. 11 (670 metres)

RG-11/U:Ch.1
379 metres)

RC-11/I-l:Ch. 11 (1030 rnetres)

buildings with relative$ short cable runs
combined with many close together signal
splitters and directional taps. At +69 dBmV /
+129 dBuV output lelel a 1,408 metre length
of RG-6rTJ cable would transport a charurel 1
signal to a 0 dBmV I +60 dBuV level. In
RG-111U,the lengthwould be 2,379 metres.At
shannel 11 the length would be 670 metres in
RG-6IU. 1,030metresin RG-l1/U.
Ntlost high level output amplifiers require
inputs in the region of +12-20 dBmV | +72-8A
dBuV to produce outputs near +69 dBmV I
+129 dBuV.
With such high output levels special attention
must be paid to the c,ablesthat intercorurect
lower level stagesto the high output amplifier.
Cable shielding is imporlant to prevent a
feedback loop (the high level output leaking
back into a lower level input) from developing.
To discourage feedback, use well shielded
cables.physically separateinput (low level) and
output (high level) lines and make sure all
connectorsare tight. A loose shield-nuton an F
st"vlefitting will leak slgnal.
THE FIARDWARE
MATV cable should be selectedon the basis
of its shielding integrty and its losses.Shielding
integrity is listed first because ingress fiom
outside interference sourccs is unfuiable once
the cable is installed; too much loss can be
cured with more ampffier gain. However, there
is a cost trade-offbetween lower loss cablesand
spending more money for amplifier(s). It
usually works out that you are better off
selectinglower loss cable than selectinghigher
gain amplifiers.
-TECH BLjLlBalN

Connectors for cable should match the
connectors required for
the
splittels,
amplifier(s), directional taps. If there is a
temptation to mix connectors by selecting
spliffers commonlv available with Belling-Lee
fittings, discard that choice and stay with F
fittings throughout the system. There is a
(typically $40) tool that allows you to properly
crimp the outer ring on F fittings. Buy and use
it; don't try to save $40 and substitute pliers for
the proper tool. The F fittings integrff depends
upon the physical pressureof the crimped ring
to the cable shielding and pliers that compress
unevenly the ring cannot match the concentric
crimping tool for efficiency.
Amplifiers are selectedfor the job basedupon
gain required. Amplifiers with built-in gain
(output level) and slope (to match cable tilt) are
preferable because they make your job of
qrstem set-up easier. Amplifiers which have
Just enough gain' should be avoided;buy a few
extra dB of gain to allow for system ageing and
to cover miscalculationsin your layout.
Directional taps have only recently become
commonly available in New Zealand. They
exist; look for them and avoid the use of
splitters as \,{.{TV outlet service devices.Most
DTs are housed in small weatherproof
containers and can be safety installed out of
doors. DT values reflect the isolation of the tap
liom the line; -8 dB means the DT output to
the TV set will be 8 dB below the line lerel at
the point where the DT is installed.
Splitters using F fittings are significantly
better than splitters using Belling-Lee fittings.
Most B-L fitting splitters were not designed to
operateoutside and moisture ingressis a major
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problem. The B-L fittings demand very close
attention to detail and even when they are
installed perfectty the fittings are mechanically
unsound and electrically inferior to F series.
Yes, it takes more looking to find F fitting
equipped spliffers.Find a sourcc and stay with
it. Anything that can be bought off the rack at
Dick Smith is probab$ not adequate for a
professionalN,IATV installation.
Headend equipment should continue the F
fitting mandate. iv{ost equipment has been
designed to mount against a wall; many
installationsscrew the equipmfllt to a piece of
pllnruoodinstalled for this pulpose. It is helpful
to draw out on the plynrood a schematic of the
headend, labelling srgnallevels at various points
after the installation is complete. This will
geatly assist future trouble shooting if the
teohniciancan look at the 'board' and see what
levels were present when the systemwas tumed
on and proofed. I"{ost headend gear is not
weatherproof, and LIHF to VIIF convertersthat
al'e not crystal controlled should never be
mounted where air temperature changes are
severe(such as directly abor,ea clothesdryer in
a motel laundry room). Lint and dirt in the
headendroom can be a problem if equipmentis
mounted such that adjustable pots (gain, slope)
are positioned to collect trash from the air.
Fashion small covers for adjustment pots if you
believe air contaminantscould be a problem;
even a simple plastic 'flap' taped or,'er the
adjustment will do. Take an indelible pen and
marlc all slope. gain and other control settings
on the equipmentnext to the adjustmentso you
will know in the future where the pot was set
lvhen the system was installed. It is a never
ending source of amazementhow people who
own motels will stick a screwdriver into an
adjustment and 'tweek' without any regard to
what they may be doing!
Headendcabling (betw-eendevices)should be
flat againstthe wall r'board rather than looping
'outwards'into the room. A cable
loop sticking
out from the equipment 30cm is asking to get

Wall Outlet MATY ServiceAssemhly

+f'r"-

caught by someons'sbroom or mop and ripped
from the equipment.YouVe not experienceda
fun servicecall until you have been called out at
9PM at night to redo a coaxial patch cable
which the motel manager reluctantly admits he
'snagged'whilervalkingby the equipment.
Ev'en
worse than that is when they try to repair it
themsefuesby bundling Scotch Tape around the
busted coax and fitting hoping it will renew the
contactrequired.
At each TV outlet location you can bring the
coaxial cable through a carefully positioned and
drilled hole directly into the room. Here you
have a choice:
#1) Continue the coaxial cable (uncut) direct$ to the TV set or,
#2) Mount a (plastic) wall plate on the wall
with a female-femalenut securedbarrel (splice)
fitting through a hole in the centre of the plate.
In the lattsr caseyou have a lvay to disconnect
the TV outlet at the wall leaving no cable
behind. However, the wall platescost extra, the
barrel costs extra, and you have another F
fitting to install.
Coaxial cablecan be stapledor securedto the
walls using hardware designedfor this purpose.
The operativeword in the sentenceis "designed'
(for). Normal staples will crimp the cable and
that is a good way to create an unusual ghosting
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I - 4l Staplescausing crimp in cable
A-B'E-F=LongerdisfancesdangeroustoBandlsignals;C-Ddangeroustobandlllsignals

problem on some channelsat some outlets.The (although it is possible to luck out by computing
physical sable distancebetween 'crimp' points levels on paper and guessingalot).
will be an unforhrnate portion of an electrical
A signal level meter will not reveal the
walelength on some channel in the system. pres€nce of signal beats, crossmodulation or
When the cableis crimpecl(made smallerby the degradedoff-air signals(such as a ghost filled
pressurr of the staple)the distancebetweenthe picture coming offthe antenna). This suggestsa
centre conductor and the shield portion of the small, preferabtybattery operated.TV set.
cable is reduced. This creates an 'impedance
Most professionalswill install at the headend,
bump' in the cable at that point; a mismatch in right afler the amplifier output on the trunk line,
the cable proper. A series of these 'impedance a'test point' directionalcoupler. Although some
bumps' causes the line segments between MATV amplifiers har,e their own built-in test
impedance bumps to act as 'traps' for signals points (fpicalb' -20 dB refersnce the actual
that happen to fall into a wavelength versus amplifier inpuUoutput), test points can go bad.
bump-to-bump spacing pattern. The net result By installing a DT in the line at the headend
canbe:
you have a place to refurn to for service work
#1) Ghosts on one or more channelscaused where previousty recorded signal levels can be
by theseimpedancebumps;
checked. It is not a bad idea to write down the
#2) An unexpectedand seeminglyunexplain- channel levels from the test point on the wall /
ed loss of signaller,elon one or more channels. board ils a pennanent record. If all of this wall /
You can avoid this frustration by not using board writing upsets your professional image,
staples that were designed to nail together do it on a piece of paper, enclosethe paper in a
battensor plywood. Staplescreatedfor affr.xing piece of plastic and staple/narVtapeit to the
your selectedsizs of coaxial cable exist; search board for future reference.
them out. In lieu of that. use plastic straps or
cable clips which were designedto not crimp TROTTBLE SHOOTING
cables.
I\{ost NIATV systemservicecalls are related
The best rule is to allow the coaxial cable to to one of the following:
hang where it will as long as it is not going to
#f) A human mistake; a cable is cut, nailed
get in harm'sway. The fewer staples/straps/clipsthrough, yanked out. Loose connectors are a
you use the better offyou will be electrically'.
coillmon problem. Make sure you tighten each
one proper$ (but don't over torque!). If this
problem persists, you can buy and install
TEST EQTTIPMENT
At the very least you need a signal leveVfield locking connectors'thatrequire a specialtool to
strength meter of modest accuracy. It is nat disconnect. This will keep motel tenants with a
possibleto set up a systemproperl_l'without one passion to play with fittings fiom getting at the
connectors.
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#2) Variation in off-air levels.ff one or more
of your signals would be considerecl'fringe' in
quality, you can expect some variation in
reception quality from day to day. If the job will
not allow you to install AGC/filter corrective
charurel processors,the customer will need to
understand 'up front' that fringe quality signals
vary in strength and clarity. Adding TV3 from a
distant transmitter is a doable challenge but the
client will need to appreciatethat on averagethe
service will not be as stable as the nearer TVl
and TV2 transmitters.
#3) Signal leakage interference. Several
hundred metres of cable strung throughout a
faciliry* is an open invitation for non-desired
srgnal entry to the system. Selecting quality,
well shielded cable is a first step to avoiding this
problem. Using directional taps rather than
splitters to connect up each outlet is a further
step sinoe this eliminates any single
mallunctioning 'drop' (room qystem) from
sendinginterferenceback into the system.
#4) LIHF oscillator drift in converters. Even
cr-vstal controlled converters should not be

:

installed where the laundry room clothes dryer
blows hot air on them. Selectthe best unit the
job can afford, and be careful where vou install
it.
ST-I[.{MARY
MATV system installation is rapidly
becoming a sizeable mini-industry in New
Zealand. As new L]IIF channelscome on air the
need for master antenna systems done with
reasonab$ careful planning will expand rapidly.
There is money to be made installing such
systems;there is money to be made by selling a
'service contract' for the ongoing maintenance
of such systems.
The advent of multiple channsls of satellite
delivered television during 1995 will cause
many motels to consider adding satellite sports,
news and entertainmentchannels.We'll lisit this
specialsubsetof MATV systerninstallationsin
our Ostober edition of Tech Bulletin (issue

940sT).
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1)F,dR.Noirrr.caeLE}1IsIol{'LTD.tpo.eo",io'n,;"*.;ui,***u
BlonderTongueflJSAIPAL B and Dt UHF to VHF crystalconholledconverters.
VHF and LTIF bandpass
filters, chaltrlel:processors,frequency agile 47-550 fuIHz:broadcastspec modulator#demodrrlators
and
specialrsed
headendeqrupment.

2) LINCRAD .A.ERIALSLTD. (I7 Washboumes
Rd,. Christchurch
4: Tel. 03-343-0659.
FAX 03-348--1043)
GME/KingraVl Wisi Sadeltaactive (elecfroruct and passivesurcludrngcable,corurectors.

3) SIGNAL &IASTER LIN{ITED (P.O. Bo.r 12-373. Penrose.Aucklancl:Tel.
09-525-5599,
FAX 09-525-8039)
\rHFi'tJHFsrgnaipreamplifiers
fromNippotuDli others;,moddators,
sharuielprocessors,
Comm/Scirpe
cable.Connectors.
Sadella
signallevelmeters,
MATV/CATVdrectional
taps.splitters.
amplrfiers.
NOTE: Electronic f..n rotory Services Association, lhc. (ETSA) annual Conference in
Hastings September15-18 (1994) will include training sessionstbr IvIATV systemdesignand
installation, Memtership ,is ETSA is nat a pieiequisite to, attending,these sessions,
, For
informationcontaclETSA at 09-489-8175.
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